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Shared Task @ The 3rd Workshop of AutoSimTrans

Three tracks:
• Chinese-English Text-to-text ST track
• Chinese-English Speech-to-text track
• English-Spanish Text-to-text track

1. Text-to-text Track

2. Speech-to-text Track

Source 今天 上午 我 要 去趟 公司。

Target This morning, I will go to the company.

Target This morning, I will go to the company.

Source



Participants & Submissions

Three tracks:
•

•

•

#Submissions of 2021 #Submissions of 2022
Chinese-English Text-to-text ST track 4 13
Chinese-English Speech-to-text track 2 4
English-Spanish Text-to-text track 0 7
Sum 6 24

14 participants:



Introduction of the three tracks

Features

Chinese-English Text-to-text ST track 
Input: transcriptions of TED-like lectures, contain 
speech disfluencies but no ASR errors

Chinese-English Speech-to-text track Input: speech

English-Spanish Text-to-text track 
Input: official records, with no disfluencies and no 
ASR errors

Corpora:



Evaluation and Ranking Methods

Evaluation:
Translation Quality: BLEU
Latency: AL for text-to-text ST

CW for speech-to-text ST

Ranking: 
I-MOS algorithm: iteratively builds a monotonic 
optimal sequence (MOS) and considers the 
proportion of optimal points as the ranking basis.

Optimal Point:
One result is considered optimal if there is no 
other point or line above it at an identical 
latency. In this case, the result is of the highest 
translation quality at that latency and we 
define it as an Optimal Point.
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Results of submissions

BLEU gap between the two input 
modalities: 16.91 & 9.03, respectively.



Discussion on the evaluation metrics

Quality Estimation:
Whether BLEURT/BERTScore

is more suitable than BLEU in 

simultaneous translation scenario?



Discussion on the ranking algorithm

Ranking
The ranking problem of I-MOS algorithm: 
The MOS curve is bound to select the leftmost point 

regardless of its translation quality, because the 
leftmost point is definitely an optimal point.

Therefore, I-MOS somehow encourages participants 
to submit only one point with extremely low latency, 
making the team ranked first place by I-MOS.

Modifications

1. We require each team to submit at least two points with different delays to make a latency-
quality trade-off.

2. Before running the I-MOS algorithm, we first scan to remove the leftmost points whose 
quality is worse than others’ submissions. If all submission points of a team are removed, 
the team will be ranked last.



Thank you!


